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Abstract

Localized states in amorphous semiconductors are divided in disorder induced shallow
trap levels and dangling bonds deep states.
Dangling bonds are assumed here to be either neutral or charged and their energy distribution is a
single gaussian.
Here.it is shown analytically that transient photocurrent in amorphous semiconductors is fully
controlled by charge carriers transitions between localized states for one part and tunnellig
hopping carriers on the other.
Localized dangling bonds deep states act as non radiative recombination centres.while hopping
tunnelling is assisted by the Coulomb interaction between defects sites.
The half-width of defects distribution is the disorder parameter that determines the carrier
hopping time between defects sites.
The macroscopic time that explains the long decay response times observed with all types of
amorphous semiconductors is duly thought to be temperature dependent.
Basic equations developed by Longeaud and Kleider are solved for the general case of a
semiconductor after photo-generation.
It turns out that the transient photoconductivity decay has two components; one with short
response times from carriers trap-release transitions between shallow levels and extended states
and a hopping component made of inter-dependent exponentials whose time constants span in
larger ranges depending on disorder .
The photoconductivity hopping component appears as an additional term to be added to
photocurrents derived from existing models.
The results of the present study explain and complete the power law decay derived in the
multiple trapping models developed 20 years ago only in the approximation of the short response
time regime.The long response time regime is descibed by the hopping macroscopic time .
The present model is verified for all samples of amorphous semiconductors known so far.
Finally , it is proposed to improve the modulated photoconductivity calculation techniques by
including the long-lasting hopping dark photocurrents.



I Introduction
Amorphous semiconductors contain several kinds of defects that can act as traps or

recombination centres for free charge carriers.Transient photoconductivity has been considered
for over 40 years as a probe of the density of traps.Their energy distribution and their interaction
with free photogenerated carriers.
Mechanisms of carriers photogeneration.capture and recombination are well described in review
texts[l]-[3] and modulated photocurrent is a mature technique for the study of gap density of
states in amorphous semiconductors.However.there is a lack of complete understanding of the
behavior of transient photocurrent.The current literature offers either models based on several
independent exponentials [4] or models dealing with one kind of traps [5],[6]
In many cases [6], non linear differential equations lead to numerical calculations with several
unknown parameters.
On the other hand,the model of continuous distribution of traps also remained incomplete as
transitions between localized states and carriers hopping between charged defects are not yet fully
taken into account [7]-[9].
Moreover,experimental results on transient photoconductivity vary from one class of
semiconductors to another with each specimen depending on the preparation conditions as well
as on the history of temperaturelight soaking .intrinsic degradation and chemical contamination.lt
was once believed that the transient behavior of photoconductivity in chalcogenides was uniquely
due to the negative effective correlation energy[10],but it was thereafter established that
tetrahedralfy coordinated amorpous semiconductors could also host negatively correlated
charged defects despite the differences between their transient photoconductivity
characteristicsf 11]-[12].

The present work is an attempt to present a unified explanation of photoconductivity
decay curves with decay times as lo: ig as 1 s to 104 s observed in both chalcogenides and non
chalcogenides semiconductors like amorphous silicon[15] and fluorinated alloys of carbon and tin

Moreover, it explains observed temperature effects on photoconductivity transient decays that
have not yet sufficiently has not been addressed.
Photoconductivity has already been described from dual beam modulated photoconductivity
experiments [15] to be the result of carriers trap-release,hopping of trapped charges and
recombination.The hopping contribution increases with temperature decrease.Charge carriers
trapping and release have been treated in the past but less attention was paid to hopping processes
in the transient photo-excited regime.
The hopping transport contribution to dark photoconductivity is described analytically to allow a

a better understanding of transient photoconductivity in amorphous semiconductors.

II Basic assumptions of the present model

II.l Defects
There are at least six kinds of disorder related defects in amorphous

semiconductors:
- neutral defects such as non charged dangling bonds .vacancies and interstitials



- negatively charged defects (D") resulting from the trapping of one electron in the anti-
bonding orbital of weak dangling bonds such dangling bonds are said to be doubly.
occupied
-positively charged defects (D*) resulting from the trapping of a hole in the bonding orbital

of weak dangling bonds which are emptied of their electron in their neutral (D° ) state
-lattice distorsions responsible for most shallow levels
-coordination deficiencies

Dangling bonds play the key role in the recombination mechanisms as they can trap charge carriers
which recombine thereafter because the trapped carrier is far from the mobility edges close to mid-
gap level.
Charged defects (D+, D) are either paired either in valence alternation pairs [16] or intimate
charged defects stabilized by the Coulomb interaction .[17 ]
Pure topological disorder creates states which are near the mobility edges and distributed in band
tails .Band tails near the mobility edges shape exponentially as a characteristic of lack of long
range order.Dangling bonds levels are distributed in a Gaussian function..

11.2 Photoconductivity

Anomalous photoconductivity arises from thermal excitation of electrons or holes from
neutral shallow levels to extended states in the conduction or valence band, respectively ;
while carriers trapped in charged centres situated deeper in the band gap may be released or
recombine after some eventual hopping motion.
The self trapped exciton would recombine in a direct non radiative process or through the
formation of metastable state equivalent to a pair of stable charged states.
Spatially close charged pairs would represent the majority of charged gap states in the quasi
equilibrium conditions and correspond to gap states respectively close to conduction band or
valence band.They are involved in the motion of the Fermi level within the band gap upon
illumination , therefore their density should quickly decrease after illumination.

11.3 Carriers trapping

On the other hand,the most spatially separated charged defects introduce states closer to
to mid gap and act as recombination centres.
Trapped carriers cannot leave distant charged centres by any other process than recombination
while close pairs can release their trapped carrier by thermal activation or transfer it to another
pair without affecting the Fermi level thus the free carriers density .When such a close pair
captures a free carrier, it tranforms into a neutral-charged pair whose levels are closer to mid -
gap.The capture of another free carrier of opposite sign will create a pair of neutral states closer
to mid-gap.
The starting density traps is described by the following rate equation:

G-r*(N*t
2 +2N*t N,)=0. (1)

where,Nt* and N, are respectively photo-induced and total densities of traps.G the
photogeneration and r* the recombination rate[17].



The role of the Coulomb interaction in amorphous semiconductors is discussed elsewhere[17]-
[33].That is of pulling free carriers to bound states between the mobility edges because the capture
cross-section diameter is higher than the localization length and the disorder potential higher than
the Coulomb interaction.The most currently followed models assume that, like in crystalline
semiconductors.free carriers undergo a cascade of transitions to bound states of the Coulomb
interaction.

II.4 Hopping and recombination

Charge carriers transitions between localized states and hopping contribute to the
photocurrent and the latter in a more significant manner at lower temperatures[l 5].
Currently,two important models have been followed in search for a description of the anomalous
behavior in transient photoconductivity;the continuous-time random-walk model which describes
carrier diffusion using a waiting time distribution function [7] and the multiple trapping transport
which considers that transport in extended states is interrupted by trapping in localized states[19].
The present model takes into account both trapping and hopping to complete existing models
which lead to the unique conclusion consisting in photocurrents decaying like t{a~l) for t prior
the transit time and like /"(ot+1) fort beyond the transit time , t being the current time after
photo-excitation andoc a constant ranging between 1/2 and 1 [18]-[23].

The quasi-Fermi levels are linked to dark photoconductivity as described in the literature by ,for
instance , Zellama et al.[24] and the photoconductivity is a sum of free carriers component and
hopping carriers one[ 15]
Free carriers kinetics and their interactions with trapped carriers in defects states are described

by equations utilized by Longeaud and Kleider [ 25] with statistics previously discussed by
several workers [26]-[28]

Charge carriers capture-release,hopping and recombination can be shown as in the following
configurational diagram:
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III Present model description

III.l Charge carriers transitions between localized states

Transitions between states of energy Ejat position r and state of energy Ej at point r*
can be described with a probability W^r-r'.Ej-Ej) [23].

Wjj = Vij exp(-2a \r - r'\ - Ei/kBT) (2)

Vi,j,EiJ=AE(iJ)+AU(.+AUe (3)

Here,Eji= Ej-Ej if Ej-Ej >0 and zero otherwise
a" ' is the radius of localization of states,Vjj are constants which will be taken identical for all i,j,r
and r',kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
AE(i,j) is the energy difference between isolated defects i and j between defects i and j

AUt is the Coulomb interaction

AUe is the external field effect on charged defects

If R is the spatial distance between defects in r and r' and G(R) the spatial distribution of
charged defects one can express the transition rate fyOf carriers from level i to level j ,
as an integral [23],[29]:

fij = J 471 R2 Wij(R) G(R)dR (4)

(5)G(R)= D g (Ei) exp

The requirement for (5) to hold is a "' much lower than the critical distance Rc



(6)

In the appendix of reference [23],fy is approximated as

f ii = V|

The localization length of gap states cannot exceed the nearest neighbor distance,and charged
defects density of states is lower than 1020 cm"3 ev "' .therefore the second term
in expression (7) can be dropped .

I l l . 2 Tunnelling hopping of charge carriers in decaying photocurrents

A trapped charge carrier at level E, between mobility edges and distant by R from
defect can tunnel to the defect for a further recombination or be thermally excited to
extended states. That can occur after a number of consecutive transitions in higher energy
levels for electrons or in lower energy levels for holes .because non associated charged defects
have a capture cross-section about three times higher than the capture cross section of paired

defects [23]- [28]

The probability that a carrier initially trapped in Ej at point r recombines at point r' at time t
depends on the sequence of hopping transitions it makes as well as on the time intervals it
spends between hopping sites.

One can think of a characteristic hopping time the carrier spends between point r(A) and point
r'(B) to be a function of the levels for holes.

The tunnelling charge carrier is much more attracted by disorder as well as a function of a
potential barrier.
This is a strong but still realistic and sustainable assumption since transitions probability between
localized states are only space dependent

Dunstan [30] has addressed the problem of tunnelling recombination paths and shown that a
hopping time between sites would be described by a time dependent probability PAB(t) that
charge carriers distant by R at time t=0 recombine at time t.
Independently,Ries et al [31] simulated geminate electron-hole pairs recombination with an

average recombination time scaling as expl —I ,o" being the width of the assumed gaussian

distribution of the hopping sites energy.
Those ideas are brought here to define a hopping time i AB(R,t) such that if Q AB (R,0 is the

transition probability at time t between a carrier around point A and a carrier around point B at
time 0 ,the following equality holds:



-t
(8)

The same dependence to disorder and temperature, described in reference [31 ] is assumed for the
hopping time:

• AB
(/?) = aexi

bo

kj
(9)

where a and b are local constants.
a is proportional to the number of jumps a carrier has to make before it recombines in the absence
of disorder while b is a fitting factor.This is a macroscopic new time that can take values as long as
hours in the presence of large disorder.
PAB (R,0 is expressed in a similar way as in [30];

PM(R,t)=nR2SA(t)SB(t)NraAB(R,t) (10)

where SA(t) and SB(t) are the probabilities that carrier survives at time t in points A and B

respectively , and Nr is the density of recombination centres.

Integrating over R,one obtains^ AB(t) , the recombination rate at B of carriers originated from

A as a function of time.

= J 4KR2QAB(R,t)NrdR (11)

The sum over all sites {B} gives PA (t), the time dependent recombination rate of carriers
orginated from A . PA (t) and SA (t) must satisfy the solving system of equations describing the
recombination kinetics as: [30]

(12)
B=<

SA(t) = \-j PA(f)df (13)



Ill .3 Model equations

The symbols utilized hereafter have the following meanings:
Kn and Kp are the capture rates of electrons and holes

p,r and p/( are the emission rates of electrons holes towards the conduction band and the

valance band respectively
p "n and p ~ are the emission rates of electrons towards the conduction band from neutral and

negatively charged states
p "p and p * are the emission rates of holes towards the valence band from neutrals and

positively charged states

K° and K* are the capture rates of electrons by neutral and positively charged states

K"p and K~ are the capture rates of holes by neutral and negatively charged states

na and pa are respectively the average number of electrons and holes on a particular non associated
defect.
f*(E),f"(E) and f~(E) are the probabilities for a dangling bond state at energy E to be
positively charged,neutral and negatively charged respectively.
03 „ and a p are the capture cross-sections for electrons and holes

a ° ,a * ,a° ,a ~ are the electron and hole capture cross-sections for neutral and charged defect

states
n and p are the free electrons and holes densities
na and pa are the average densities of trapped electrons and holes per defect site
Nr is the spatial density of defects
q is the electronic charge
U is the effective correlation energy for singly and doubly occupied dangling bonds
Ed is the central level for dangling bonds electron energy distribution
D(E) is the density of states at energy level E,and subscripts B, c or v are used for dangling
bonds states , conduction and valence bands tails respectively
f(E) stands for the density of gap states , and subscipts c and v refer to conduction and valence
band tails,respectively.
Ef is the Fermi level
<&,/„(£") and O^, are transition rates respectively for electrons and holes to recombination

levels
<J>1( „(£) and <3>H p(E)are the total transition rates from traps to localized levels closer to

mobility gap edges.
ElM and E} p are the electrons and holes quasi-Fermi levels

a c is the photoconductivity and G Cll the dark photoconductivity hopping component

Ec and Ev are the conduction band and valence band edges
E is the external electric field
lin and np are the electron and hole mobilities.

I is the total photocurrent,



R* is the ratio of electron to hole capture,it varies from about one hundredth in doped
semiconductors to 1/2 for ideal intrinsic ones.
S is the area between the electrodes in a planar geometry and it will be assumed to be uniformly
photo-excited

(14)

After the light is turned off n and p vary according to Longeaud and Kreider [25] as:

(15)

Dv(E){KtJ(E)-pi>(E)[\-nE)])dE+j DB(E)[P;(E)f+ (E)
F

P°,)f\E)-K;f-(E)]dE (16)

(18)

(19)

Here the neutrality condition is expressed as:



(20)

The expressions for p "R, p "p, p ~ and p * as functions of energy level E have been derived by

Vaillant and Jousse [25]:

kBT
(21)

k T
(22)

kj
(23)

(24)

The emission rates for electrons and holes from traps levels to conduction and valence bands
respectively, are described as [23]:

I E — E
p,,(£)=-uoexpl—^-j- (25)

£-£,
k T
Kg!

(26)

The densities of states for trap levels and corresponding distribution functions are taken from
references [27] and [28].
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R"n
R'n + p

1 + exp
E-E f.n

kj

-1

(27)

R'p

R'n + p
1+exp

= ^0.,exp[-a ,.(£-£,.)]

- i

(28)

(29)

(30)

a ( and a,. are disorder dependent constants ranging between 0(AB7~) and a few tenths of

electron volt.
Distribution functions for recombination centres states near mid-gap are [27]

/-(£)= 2exp
kj | + exp -

kBT
(31)

f~(E) = exp
'IE, -2E-U'

k~f
(32)

f\E) = exp - 7 (33)

The most puzzling question concerns the time dependent relative number of singly
and doubly occupied defects and the rate of carriers recombination.
It is convenient to use the average density of electrons na or hole pa at a particular defect site as
expressed by Okamoto and Hamakawa [27] in functions of f (E) and f°(E).

(34)

The quantities Na and Pa are sums of surviving carriers in trap levels and in-coming carriers

11



from upper and lower levels as well as recombining ones.
Hence,one can write the balance equation for trapped electrons after neglecting , direct capture
or thermal emission , of carriers from or towards conduction band :

(35)

Equations (18),( 19),(34)and(35) determine the quasi-Fermi level time dependence.
Utilizing expressions (25) ,(26),(29),(30) one calculates the transition rate of electrons and holes
from traps to deeper localized states where they have to recombine [33]:

< ~E)]-cxp[-at(Et -E,)]} (36)

~E, )]-exp[-cc ,.(£,-£,)]} (37)

a a.

a a,.

\nil(E,t)dE — \[na(E,O)S(t) + q>(Jn(E)[]-f-(E)]]clE (38)
dt I dt J

~ f Pa(E)dE = ±-\ [Pa(E,O)S{t) + $dp(E)f+(E)]dE (39)
dt j. dt J

E

One can write for trapped electrons:

12



= N, jna(E,O)P(t)dE (40)

E.-E,=-k J i n — (41)
{qkT\LN )

Ev-Efl,=kDnn\ h * ' (42)

IV Characteristics of decaying photocurrents

The following considerations are to be taken into account fora solution to equations
(15) and (16):
a) The first and second integrals in (15) and (16) describe transitions of free electrons and holes
onto and from the trapping levels and dangling bonds states.Hence the probability of multiple
transitions from dangling bonds to traps and thereafter to extended states , is very negligible.
The direct-emission probability from dangling bonds states to extended states is also neglected for
usual working temperatures,up to 800K ,
b)Direct transitions from extended states to dangling bonds states are unlikely whenever the
diameter of the capture cross-section exceeds the mean distance between defects.
c)The second integrals in (15) and (16) are rather balances between charge carriers release from
charged defects states,charge carriers captured by oppositely charged defects and carriers under
recombination in neutral dangling bonds states.They can thus be represented by the sum of
transiting carriers from near band-edges and hopping ones.
Expressions (38) to (40) are describe the above-said balance on a given defect site for electrons
and holes respectively.

d)Furthermore,the first integrals in (15) and (16) split into three components :
the first one relating to transitions from trap levels to extended states with probabilities

13



p,, {E)and pt,(E) respectively, the second to transitions from extended states to tail-bands
and the third to transitions from localized states to trap shallower levels E at total rates
<}>„ „(£) and §„.,,(£) respectively for electrons and holes.[33]

<t>,,.,, = K,

<!>„.,, = A, . , exp(-a, (E - £,.))- exp ^ ^

(43)

(44)

A... = •

\ , , =

e)The density of defects states is a gaussian of width a centered around level Ed whose position
in the forbiden gap depends on the chemistry of the sample and on treatment history relating to
annealing and / or light soaking as described elsewhere [15],[24], [33],[34]
Taking into account that trap levels are closer to mobility edges and recombination dangling
bonds states closer to mid-gap, integration can be performed between quasi-Fermi levels and
extended states edges in the first integrals of (15) and (16).
For similar reasons , integration on dangling bonds states can be limited to levels between

£/.,, a I l d Ef.n •

For electrons :

c,

(45)

For holes

14



£,

DB(E)[P;(E)r(E)-(K° -pJ

= J {N.p.fatyt^fap-fcJ + f'fap.fapEidEj (46)
The substitution of <$>ull(E),<bul>(E),<bj.n(

E)><b<i.,,(E) b y expressions (41) to (44) , leads to:

| | [ ^ j j +U

+A.

+ j j #,«„(£,<))/></)-.4,.,, cxpf-(-?—5tj Ycxp(-a,.(£r - £))-cxp(-a, (E. - E,) )][/*(£) + /"(£)]L/£ (47)

dp_ = J'/ NUA cxp(-a, (£-£,.)« f( ^

h j+ f \N.p<E,O)P(t)-Alm.ex[A-\ ^1 fexp(-a1.(£-£..))-expf-olY£,-£1.))T/'(£) + /l(£)llrf£ (48)

The integrals on the right side of (47) and (48) contain the definite logarithmic integrals that
are solved as for (47):

15



J; exp-(£,.-£)

1+exp
E-E.

-
kj

dE = £,. -kBT\x\\ I + exp
Er - E,

kj

kj
exp- -exr

-*rErkJ-m,
kj

(49)

The second terms in (47) and (48) deal with integrals that are evaluated as follows for electrons:

F.

i exp(-a ,.(£,. - £ ) ) - exp — 1 + exp
^ " k T I i- 7*

, - i

dE =

a c r

exp
kj

exp

kja...

i)

e x p(-a < (£, - £ n,))-expf Ec+E

\ KB1

f"
7 _ p

16



exp-a,(£,.-E,,,,)f£
{ kj

i=\

i=\

kj
' + k.Ta.

exp
kj

Obviously , all terms containing the factor kuT are neglected and the sum (50) is reduced to the
first and third terms.
The second term of the third integrals in (47) and (48) are easy to integrate if one considers that
occupation functions are step-like near the central level Ed and constant for levels distant from Ed

by more than a +U in the forbidden gap between quasi-Fermi levels.
This is supported by authors who investigated the occupation functions [24]-[27].
Moreover, near equilibrium, the trap levels between quasi-Fermi levels and bands edges are
empty while deeper levels between quasi-Fermi levels are filled. Hence one can describe the
interaction between free carriers and dangling bonds as:

for elections

(50)

J {[Nfnd (£, ,0)]P(r) - 4, ,.„ (E. )DB (£,)[/+ (E ;) + f fa )pE,dEj (51)

Taking into account expressions (40) to (51) .equations (15) and (16) are written as:

17



^ = Ax + Bt E, + C, (£ r - Efll) + D, exp(-a r (Ee - Efll

+E JE<1
kj

V ^ * ) m=l Jt=l

+N,n(l(O)P(t) • (52)

-p \ p —
,exp ^ " + F,exp /M+ F,exp

kBT ) - kj

( P ..p \ « 2m (p _/T

: In l+exp^-|^ +X I " F V 2

+N,pa(O)P(t) (53)

where all coefficients are constants.

The quasi-Fermi level being monotone , decreasing functions of time,the Laplace transforms of
each term of the right side in equations (52) and (53), readily satisfy the Laplace bilateral
transformation theorem [36],[37];
If 0 (t) is a finite function for t e ]0,°°[

dt = J H(t)Q(t)exp(-st) dt

H(t) being is the Heaviside step function

0 (t) can be expressed as a convolution of m frequency functions cpt (t) = \at\g(akt)

where ak are non nil constants andg(aA./)are exponential polynomials of t .Those polynomials

have Laplace bilateral integrals like II

18



Then the above integral must have the form:

. - i

Let l,n, p, P be the Laplace transforms for corresponding functions , and L"1 represent the
inverse-Laplace transform:

= qSE
Clk.n

N,pu(0)P{s)

The separation between a trap-release component and a hopping component in the photocurrent
is established.The first has a short response time because it is controlled by the quasi-Fermi levels
which stabilize rapidly as one can guess from expressions (41) and (42).
The agreement with results obtained by Noolandi[22] from the multiple trapping model is total for the short
time regime.The Laplace transform of the photocurrent there derived is:

with

/„, r|G , A/, , /; stand respectively for the transit time for untrapped carriers,the photogeneration
efficiency , the number of times a carrier i is trapped and the release rate.The power law decay is
therefore obtained from the asymptotic limit of l(s) when s—> °° .That is , for a Laplace
transform equivalent to a treatment of the short response time component.The power law is
therefore not an exact solution of the transient photoconductivity decay.

It is shown in figures 1 and 2 that all transient photocurrents obtained in previous
experiments for all classes of semiconductors obey the present model.Indeed,all plots of the
photocurrent logarithm versus time , exhibit two distinct regimes.one with short response time
and another which can last for hours.The transition occurs at times much longer than the transit
time and that cannot be accounted for the smaller mobility observed in amorphous
semiconductors.The mobility is reduced by disorder in the range of 1 to 3 orders of magnitude
while the new macroscopic delay time in transient photoconductivity is more than 7 orders of
magnitude the transit time in cristalline semiconductors.

19



The two regimes are affected differently by temperature That is clear from figures 1 (d) and (e)
plotted from transient photoconductivity data obtained for aSi:H samples at 240K and 300K as
shown in figure 9 of reference[40].
The trap-release regime is affected through carriers activation while the hopping regime is frozen
with lowering temperature .
The squared exponential temperature dependence chosen for the hopping time fits well with the
observed lengthening of the macroscopic response time ; about 3 orders of magnitude for a
temperature decrease of 30%.
In figures l(a) and (b), are plotted data for aCSn:F samples which are very highly disordered
materials .with a low photoconductivity [13].The sample with a lower Urbach energy of 130 meV
has . at room temperature , a macroscopic response time smaller than the sample having a Urbach
energy of 180 meV.Moreover.the semiconductor doping polarity does not seem to affect the
transient photoconductivity trend;the second component is lengthened by the increased disorder
brought by dopping,as it can be observed in figure l(c) for p-doped aSi:H reported in figure 5 of
reference [41] That trend is observed for undoped ,n-doped or p-doped aSi:H samples of
reference [40].
In figures 1 (f) and (g) ,results for two chalcogenides samples,namely aSe (figure 1 of
reference[22]) atl43Kand aAs2Sey at 300K [42](figure3 bof [42]) do not exhibit any

particular feature and fit the present model predictions.
Finally , in figure Ih , is plotted the transient photocurrent for an aSiNx sample at room
temperature[43] That type of semiconductor whose structure is a mixture of tetrahedral, 3 and
5-fold coordinations , has a transient photoconductivity which behaves too as predicted in the
present model.
In figure 2 , short response time components of curves plotted in figure 1 aresketched.
One can read the approximation character of the power law. and be convinced that the present
model describes completely for the first time the common behavior of the transient
photoconductivity in amorphous semiconductors that are known so far.

V Hopping and recombination effects on modulated photoconductivity

As described in section III.2 equations (12) and (13) form the solving system f r hopping
and recombination kinetics with P(t) as the time dependent recombination rate and S(t) the
survival probability for the hopping carrier.The solution to the solving system is obtained from
the Laplace transforms:
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(55)
B=\

(56)

where TJ and CO are positive numbers.
It is worthwhile to note that SA (0 and SB(t) being positive .monotone and derivable functions
which converge to 0 as t increases.
Their Laplace transforms are rational functions with a finite number of real and negative poles
[35].
One can therefore write for A:

() ^ 4
If y AB(t) = SB(tj£,AB(t) , £,AB(t) being an exponential function ,
theorem

obeys the translation

AB

(58)

Applying the complex convolution theorem , one can express PA{S) as follows

(59)

where

ds
Combining (57) and (59), SA (S) takes an explicit form:

SA(s) = -
s • Z X x AB

'A.2

(60)

where MA is the number of the \sk} poles of function SA(s).

Applying the inverse Laplace transform.one obtains for SA (t) and PA(t) respectively:
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X Z ( 0 ( ( ^ » (61)

S S J ^ h <) (( i» (62)
1=1 e=i L J

This general result is a further step to Dunstan results.The subscripts A and B can be removed
since the sum over sites B can be performed over a limited number of atoms , i.e., close
neighbors [30],[31]
Going back to equation (59) one may be convinced that the sets of time

constants {a,,, ,} and {«,„. 7 } are short response time constants related to carriers exchange

between extended states and localized shallow states and that the macroscopic time brought about
by disorder is the one responsible for the long response time photocurrent.
That might be the reason why Bullot et al [15] had to use a low frequency chopper (0.7Hz)in

dual beam modulated photoconductivity experiments to observe the hopping transport
contribution .
It also seems also to explain tyhe transition observed by Longeaud and Kleider in the frequency
dependence of the phase shift in modulated photoconductivity[25]
They argued that there is a transition in behavior between the recombination limited regime and
the trap limited regime.
A Fourier transform of the decay curve should be obtained simultaneously with modulated
photoconductivity results to determine Nt and the variation range of the time constants sk.
It might be a step towards the determination of the threshold frequency in modulated
photoconductivity experiments and consequently , a better accuracy in the calculations of gap
density of states.
The suggested new equation rate for trapped carriers has to modify the starting expressions
derived by for the calculation of gap density of states from modulated photoconductivity
experiments[38],[39].
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : Plots of In - ^ versus time (/) for:

(a) aCSn:F sample FCT8 , from figure 2b in reference [13]
(b) aCSn:F sample FCT25 , from figure 2 b in reference [ 13]
(c) undoped aSi:H at 323K,from figure 5 in reference [41]
(d) udoped aSi:H at 240K , from figure 9 in reference [40]
(e) p-doped aSi:H , from figure 9 in reference [40]
(0 undoped aSe , from figure 1 in reference [22]
(g) aAs^Se? sample , from figure 3 b in reference [42]
(h) aSiNx sample , from figure 6 in reference [43]

Figure 2 : Plots of photocurrent logarithms in the short response time regime
versus inversed time on logarithmic scale for different samples as
labelled in figure I
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